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STEEL PLATE WAREHOUSE AND
CUSTOM GRINDING SERVICE

Standard Die Supply offers one of
the most complete and up to date
steel warehouse facilities in the
midwest. With only one call you
can order your steel plate from
over 30 thicknesses, then send us
a drawing and we can, torch cut,
normalize, grind (Blanchard or
surface), drill, mill, bore, and tap
your plate to suit your specific requirements.
In short, Standard Die Supply is
truly a one stop steel service center. We will save you both time
and money when you let us furnish your steel plate needs.
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-------Standard’s #2 Steel is 4130. #2 steel plate is
supplied pre-heat treated to BHN (269-321).
This is a high strength, free machining steel
ideal for holder blocks, clamping plates, and
support plates in dies and molds.

Our Standard Grade of 1020 Hot Rolled Mild
Steel Plate is ideal for die sets or bolster plates.
It is available from stock in over 20 sizes from
W’ up to 6%” thick. In all there are over 80
sizes of steel plate available to meet your
requirements.

Standards’s #2 Steel has special properties
which allow it to be burned rather than sawed.
This process does not affect the hardness and
can save you machine time by letting us burn
your slug holes and special shapes.

Another special feature of the inventory of steel
plate that Standard carries is that we stock all
plate in %” increments over the nominal thickness. This can save you money when your
requirement
is to furnish on the nominal
dimension.
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Our stock of #2 Steel Plate is available in %”
increments from 1 l/g” thru 5 %” and is also
available in 6% ” and 7 l/g” thickness.
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